Why Powered Tuggers Are Best To
Choose Over Forklifts? Explained!

Advance material handling in warehouses
is the need of the hour to meet the
increasing customer demands. Forklifts
were in use for a very long time as the
primary tool for market handling but they
have several downsides including limited
operational capability. However, powered
tuggers now emerged as the best
alternative to forklifts and these are
popularly used in the lean warehousing
industry due to their flexibility and easy-touse features. Best powered tugger in
Canada handles multiple material handling
tasks including material delivering,
picking, load movement, and many more.

Here are the advantages of using powered
tuggers to streamline the warehousing
operation.

Capable to carry multiple loads
Powered tuggers are designed to carry
multiple loads at once. In this way, it
improves efficiency, cuts the operation
time, and elevates the output without
expanding the fleet of material handling
equipment.

Maximum safety while operating
Since, material equipment is designed to
provide utmost safety while operation and
therefore, powered tuggers are the first
choice of the industrial operators. These
are easy and designed to handle heavy and
bulk loads without jeopardizing the safety
of the operators.

Available at lesser price compared to
the conventional material handling
equipment
Price is another vital factor that attracts
maximum people towards powered tugger for
sale in Canada. Since these are available at a
lesser price, operators don't have to spend a
big chunk of their investment on purchasing
this crucial equipment. This is another reason
for the popularity of powered tuggers.

Easy to maneuver
Conventional forklifts were limited to only
being to operate on the perimeter of the
warehouse and racking. It creates constraints
on your routes, material handling flow, and
the way you are organizing the inventory.

Minimize the chance of product
damage

Tuggers are perfect to operate in any type
of stiff surface or narrow area. So, there
is no threat of toppling any product from
the upper rack rather they provide
smooth handling of the loads without
hampering others. In this way, the chance
of damaging any material gets lessened.
These are a few things that make the
tuggers more efficient and profitable
compared to conventional forklifts.
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